The Power and Promise of Interstate Compacts

States can organize collectively to resist the federal government through interstate compacts. But this effort would be more than a protest movement; it offers a cornucopia of resistance tactics limited by little more than the imagination. Existing legal authority could support state efforts to define and secure individual rights against federal legislation by criminalizing encroachment of those rights by federal authorities. An aggressive interpretation of the law could support carving out entire regions from the reach of federal regulations that invade state sovereignty. If pushed to their limits, interstate compacts could even empower states to completely redesign federal programs that intrude upon their reserved powers.

The Essence of Interstate Compacts

An interstate compact is a contractual agreement among states, typically evidenced by an enabling act authorizing state officials to reach the agreement, a statute that memorializes the agreement and its terms, and a confirmatory writing manifesting the consent of signatory states to the agreement. Like a contract, a compact must involve an offer, acceptance, and consideration in the form of mutual obligations or a bargained-for exchange. Additionally, the subject matter of a compact must also be one over which states have the capacity to contract. The subject matter of compacts between the states may involve the invocation of any sovereign power, including the police power. Compacts thus far have been “classified as follows: boundary-jurisdictional, boundary-administrative, regional-administrative, administrative-exploratory-recommendatory, and administrative-regulatory.” One of the earliest interstate compacts, for example, reciprocity guaranteed the continued protection of existing property and contract rights from “any law which rendered those rights less valid and secure.”

Congressional Consent Is Not Mandatory

Although the Constitution provides that states may not enter into compacts without the “consent” of Congress, the Supreme Court ruled in U.S. Steel v. Multistate Tax Commission that congressional consent is only required for an interstate compact that attempts to enhance “states power quoad [relative to] the federal government.” This means that congressional consent is not required for compacts that merely exercise the sovereign powers of the states without purporting to augment those powers relative to those of the federal government. This relaxed rule has opened the door to the formation of numerous interstate compacts, with or without congressional consent. Although “states approved only thirty-six compacts between 1783 and 1920,” today there are approximately 200 interstate compacts in effect, including water allocation and conservation compacts (37), energy and low-level radioactive waste disposal (15), criminal law enforcement (18),
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and education and child welfare compacts (13).9 The average state is a party to 25 interstate compacts.10 Perhaps the most aggressive effort to coordinate multistate regulatory power is the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, in which 10 states have agreed to apply “cap and trade” carbon regulations to themselves.11

**Interstate Compacts Can Powerfully Coordinate Collective State Action**

As their proliferation suggests, interstate compacts are a powerful tool for exerting state sovereignty. Each state to a compact has the power to enforce the compact through the remedy of specific performance because the enforceability of compacts is guaranteed under the Contracts Clause and an exception to the rule that one legislature cannot bind future legislatures.12 Thus, the coordinated action that interstate compacts make possible a unified front among the states and help overcome collective action problems.

Compacts, for example, could require states to coordinate litigation efforts and to require state officials to refuse to cooperate with federal agents or agencies—rejecting “regulatory primacy” en masse to ensure that federal resources cannot be targeted to punish specific states. Compacts could be used for collectively resisting conditional federal grants—to minimize the fear of the unequal loss of federal funds, states could devise an interstate compact that would preclude all states from taking any conditional federal money only after a certain threshold number of states enter into the agreement. Under *U.S. Steel*, interstate compacts like these would be binding on the states with or without congressional consent because they would only exercise the state’s inherent sovereign powers without attempting to increase those powers relative to those of the federal government.

**The Power of Congressionally-Approved Interstate Compacts to Trump Federal Law**

Significantly, *U.S. Steel’s* requirement that congressional consent must be obtained for interstate compacts that increase the sovereign powers of the states relative to those of the federal government implies that congressionally-approved interstate compacts can increase the powers of the states relative to those of the federal government. Indeed, well over 100 years ago, Joseph Story’s *Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States* emphasized that “the consent of Congress may be properly required in order to check any infringement on the rights of the national government.”13 In fact, if congressional consent is secured, an interstate compact can be a vastly more powerful tool for protecting state sovereignty.

The power of congressionally-approved interstate compacts is best illustrated by a review of the fine print, authorizing statutes, and history of interstate compacts. An examination of a wide range of congressionally-approved compacts reveals a common feature: provisions that prevent the compact from altering the rights, obligations, or powers of the federal government. For example, the Colorado River Compact of 1922 provides, “Nothing in this compact shall be construed as affecting the obligations of the United States of America to Indian tribes.”14 Likewise, looking to federal laws that have given preapproval and subsequent approval to interstate compacts, one repeatedly discovers artful efforts to impose variants of the following caveat to congressional approval:

“Nothing contained in this Act or in the compact consented to hereby shall be construed to affect the
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jurisdiction on, powers, or prerogatives of any department, agency, or officer of the United States Government.\textsuperscript{15} Even the Weeks Act of 1911, which otherwise gives blanket consent to states entering into compacts for the purpose of forest protection, provided that the compact must not conflict with any law of the United States.\textsuperscript{16} Such caveats evidence an awareness of the risk that interstate compacts could expand the power of the compacting states in such a way that federal supremacy is challenged. Indeed, Congress has long been aware of the potential for compacts to expand the powers of the states relative to the federal government. Such awareness is evidenced, for example, by the act giving congressional consent to the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Compact of 1951, which states nothing contained in the agreement should be construed to limit “or add to” the powers of the states over fisheries.\textsuperscript{17}

Digging deeper into our nation's history, one discovers a series of clashes over interstate compacts during the 1930s and '40s, triggered by state-based efforts to displace federal jurisdiction and regulatory authority. When the four states of the Connecticut and Merrimac valleys tried to enter into flood control agreements, for example, the Federal Power Commission saw the possibility of interference with its jurisdiction over hydroelectric power generation and objected to Congress in a memorandum, stating:

The signatory states will have a veto power over national policy with respect to the power so developed since the terms and conditions under which any such signatory state shall make available the rights of power development herein reserved shall be determined by separate agreement or arrangement between such State and the United States. Under this provision, for example, the Federal Government would not be free as it is now, to give the preference to municipalities and public power districts in the disposition of these water power resources which it has been the Congressional policy since 1920 (Federal Water Power Act) to provide.\textsuperscript{18}

Based on this objection, President Roosevelt threatened to veto the compact, which prevented the compact from receiving approval.\textsuperscript{19} Later, Roosevelt found it necessary to act on his veto threats.

Fearing displacement of federal jurisdiction and regulatory authority, President Roosevelt vetoed a statute giving open congressional consent in advance to fishing compacts for states bordering on the Atlantic Ocean.\textsuperscript{20} Likewise, in 1943, Roosevelt vetoed the Republican River Compact, which explicitly precluded the United States from exercising “such power or right ... that would interfere with the full beneficial and consumptive use” of waters from the Republican River Basin,\textsuperscript{21} stating:

It is unfortunate that the compact also seeks to withdraw the jurisdiction of the United States over the waters of the Republican Basin for purposes of navigation and that it appears to restrict the authority of the United States to construct irrigation works and to appropriate water for irrigation purposes in the basin. The provisions having that effect, if approved without qualification, would ... unduly limit the exercise of the established national interest....\textsuperscript{22}

All of these seemingly disparate facts evidence that “during periods of national government activism, interstate compacts have been seen as ways to safeguard state authority in the face of potential federal preemption.”\textsuperscript{23} Among federal officials, in particular, there is a profound awareness
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that interstate compacts can increase the power of the states relative to the federal government. And there is also the concomitant recognition that interstate compacts could impact, alter, or even displace federal law and the power of federal agencies. Indeed, as President Roosevelt anticipated (and those who drafted the boilerplate caveats found in most interstate compacts and their authorizing statutes), congressionally approved interstate compacts are now clearly recognized as equivalent to federal law under the Supremacy Clause and as a potential source of vested rights that are protected against federal regulatory action. This is despite the longstanding competing theory that an interstate compact is not equivalent to a federal statute, but merely an agreement between states that becomes an enforceable contract with congressional consent.

The road to the current state of the law has been circuitous. In 1851, for example, the Supreme Court held that a "compact, by the sanction of Congress, has become a law of the Union." Nearly a century later, however, the Court in Hinderlider v. La Plata River & Cherry Creek Ditch Co. ruled that a compact was not the equivalent of a federal statute. But only two years later, the Court in Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission v. Colburn held that an interstate compact created a federal right and privilege. This led one commentator to declare in 1965 that "it seems abundantly clear that the doctrinal basis chosen by the Court for the Colburn rule was that a compact, by sanction of Congress, has become a law of the Union."

As predicted, modern precedent now holds that a congressionally approved interstate compact is indeed a "law of the United States." In 1981, Cuyler v. Adams explained how the Supreme Court arrived at this conclusion:

Although the law-of-the-Union doctrine was questioned ... any doubts as to its continued vitality were put to rest in Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Comm'n v. Colburn ... where the Court stated: "... [W]e now conclude that the construction of such a compact sanctioned by Congress by virtue of Article I, § 10, Clause 3 of the Constitution, involves a federal "title, right, privilege or immunity".... This holding reaffirmed the law-of-the-Union doctrine and the underlying principle that congressional consent can transform interstate compacts into federal law. The requirement of congressional consent is at the heart of the Compact Clause. By vesting in Congress the power to grant or withhold consent, or to condition consent on the States' compliance with specified conditions, the Framers sought to ensure that Congress would maintain ultimate supervisory power over cooperative state action that might otherwise interfere with the full and free exercise of federal authority.

It is now so well established that congressionally approved interstate compacts constitute federal law that the regulatory bodies some interstate compacts create have even sought certification as federal agencies. Lawsuits brought against agencies created by interstate compacts under state law have been dismissed based on the determination that any state law that conflicts with the authority conferred by an interstate compact "is preempted under the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution." In fact, congressionally approved interstate compacts not only displace state law under the Supremacy Clause but have been held to supersede prior federal law as well. For example, the Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia held that the liability provisions of the previously enacted Federal Employee Liability Act were displaced by the contrary provisions of the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) interstate compact. Additionally, it is
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reasonable to expect that the rights, guarantees, and obligations congressionally approved interstate compacts create are likely protected from deprivation by the federal government as vested rights under the Fifth Amendment’s Due Process Clause.\textsuperscript{35} For example, water rights protected by the Colorado River Compact have been protected against a federal agency’s efforts to undermine those rights by enforcing an inconsistent federal law.\textsuperscript{36} In short, states can leverage congressionally approved interstate compacts to supersede prior federal laws and to protect themselves and their residents against the reach of future federal laws through the creation of vested rights protected by interstate compact.

**Congressional Consent Does Not Require Presidential Approval**

Given that congressionally approved interstate compacts have the force of federal law, the next question is: How should states secure the requisite approval? The Constitution speaks only of securing the “Consent of Congress.”\textsuperscript{37} If granting the consent of Congress were regarded as an exercise of Congress’ normal lawmaking process, then each house would be required to pass a resolution consenting to the compact, whereupon the joint resolution would be sent to the President for his approval or veto.\textsuperscript{38} But if granting the consent of Congress were regarded as the exercise of a power conferred exclusively upon Congress, such as Congress’ power to propose constitutional amendments,\textsuperscript{39} then each house would need only to approve an interstate compact by passing a concurrent joint resolution, which does not require presidential presentment.\textsuperscript{40}

No case holds that congressional consent to an interstate compact requires presidential approval.\textsuperscript{41} Scholars are divided on whether the requisite congressional consent requires presidential presentment, even though there is a history of vetoes and threatened vetoes of interstate compacts during President Roosevelt’s term in office, as well as a custom of presenting interstate compacts to the President for approval.\textsuperscript{42} But it is clear that granting consent of Congress to an interstate compact is not an exercise of Congress’ normal lawmaking process. This is because the Supreme Court has long held congressional consent to interstate compacts can be implied both before and after the underlying agreement is reached.\textsuperscript{43} This rule of law treats the consent of Congress very differently from the normal lawmaking process, insofar as laws obviously cannot be enacted by mere implication. It also compels the conclusion that presidential presentment is unnecessary to garner the requisite consent of Congress for an interstate compact. After all, if an actual vote on specific legislation approving a specific interstate compact is not necessary to secure the requisite consent of Congress, it follows that presidential presentment is not necessary. Prevailing precedent thus justifies concluding that the Compact Clause confers an exclusive power upon Congress to approve interstate compacts that can be exercised without presidential presentment. This conclusion is also consistent with the original meaning of the Constitution.

From an originalist perspective, the text of the Compact Clause is the starting point for analysis. The fact that Congress has long had a means of manifesting its consent without presidential presentment—the concurrent joint resolution—precludes the claim that the meaning of the phrase “Consent of Congress” necessarily implies the requirement of presidential presentment. And while it has been argued that the Compact Clause was not meant to provide an alternative means of legislation,\textsuperscript{44} the substantive power of an interstate compact could be alternatively sustained under...
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the doctrine of estoppel by acquiescence, or “quasi estoppel,” which would bar the federal
government from changing its position on an interstate compact. Moreover, the structure and
purpose of the Constitution does not require the President to have the power to veto congressional
consent for interstate compacts. This is because the President’s role in presentment is to defend the
executive branch from incursions by the federal legislative branch and to act as the representative of all of the people of the nation. Fulfilling this role does not require the President to have the power
to veto interstate compacts, which directly affect only the compacting states—especially in view of
the Founders’ robust conception of state sovereignty and strong preference for decentralized
government.

Significantly, those who claim that presidential presentment is necessary have never made
the case that the original meaning of the phrase “Consent of Congress” entails the requirement of
presidential presentment. Instead, they have declared, “whatever the original meaning of the consent
requirement may have been with regard to compacts, settled usage now has definitely established the
President’s power to participate in the consent process.” But the claim that presidential
presentment is “settled usage” disregards the longstanding court-sanctioned phenomenon of “implied
consent” to interstate compacts. This phenomenon alone disproves the assertion that “settled usage”
requires presidential presentment for effective congressional consent to interstate compacts.

It is not unusual and perhaps even “settled usage” for the exercise of conferred powers under
the Constitution to have the effect of law without following the ordinary lawmaking process.
Treaties, for example, create federal law under the Supremacy Clause despite conferring treaty
powers only upon the Senate and the President. It is natural to similarly regard congressional
consent to an interstate compact as excepted from the normal lawmaking process, given that the
Compact Clause mirrors the treaties clause of the Articles of Confederation, and may be regarded
as aimed at a similar purpose. Moreover, where the Constitution specifically confers a power upon
a named legislative assembly, as it does in the Compacts Clause, action by that assembly, without
presentment to the executive branch, has been repeatedly sustained. The theory underpinning this
rule is that the exercise of a specifically conferred power, such as the power to consent to an
interstate compact, is not an exercise of the lawmaking apparatus; instead, the exercise of a
conferred power is the exercise of a power that was meant to be exercised exclusively by the
designated body.

Binding precedent, original meaning, and “settled usage” thus justify the conclusion that
presidential presentment is unnecessary to securing effective congressional consent to an interstate
compact. Without a presentment requirement, states would be able to form viable interstate
compacts that displace federal power within their jurisdiction without having to grapple with an
antagonist in the executive branch. For example, an agreement between two or more states to allow
insurance companies reciprocal access to intrastate markets, to allow for the portability of existing
medical insurance coverage, or to protect the right to pay directly for health care services in either
state could serve as a vehicle for superseding conflicting federal laws regulating insurance
companies or precluding free choice among medical providers and insurance issuers—such as the
Obama Health Care Program. A compact among the states to protect, recognize, and mutually
enforce the rights created by the Firearms Freedom Acts or the Health Care Freedom Acts could
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establish vested rights protected against prior or subsequent federal law. To test the boundaries of the extent to which congressionally approved interstate compacts supersede contrary federal law, states could devise interstate compacts that (1) directly displace contrary federal laws that affect the reserved powers of the states, (2) redefine compliance with the terms of conditional federal grants to prevent recapture of federal funds that are appropriated to serve state and local priorities, and (3) redirect federal tax revenues to custodial accounts and shield taxpayers from federal tax liability.

**Interstate Compacts Advance Consent Statute**

Even if presidential presentment were required for effective congressional approval of an interstate compact, at least one blanket “consent-in-advance” statute has been on the books for decades. This statute gives blanket consent “to any two or more States to enter into agreements or compacts for cooperative effort and mutual assistance in the prevention of crime and in the enforcement of their respective criminal laws and policies, and to establish such agencies, joint or otherwise, as they may deem desirable for making effective such agreements and compacts.” The foregoing statute contains no caveat and no stipulation that the consent it offers is conditional on the interstate compact being consistent with federal law. Such blanket congressional consent contrasts with numerous prior, contemporaneous, and subsequent consent-in-advance laws that only give consent to interstate compacts that do not conflict with federal law. The only reasonable way to construe the omission of such language is to infer that blanket consent was given to future conforming interstate compacts. States should be able to rely on the effectiveness of this consent-in-advance statute because such statutes have been enforced from the earliest days of the Republic.

The foregoing “consent-in-advance” statute provides the legal basis for states to attempt to resist nearly any federal regulatory law by criminalizing related enforcement efforts, reaching agreement with other states on enforcing such criminal laws and establishing “such agencies, joint or otherwise, as they may deem desirable for making effective such agreements and compacts.” The Health Care Freedom Act, for example, guarantees the right to free choice among medical providers and insurance issuers. The Firearms Freedom Act establishes a less restrictive regulatory regime for interstate manufacturing and sales of firearms. States enacting these laws are free to criminalize the violation of the rights they protect. In fact, Wyoming has criminalized the violation of its version of Firearms Freedom Act. States could then enter into an interstate compact mutually guaranteeing to protect the enjoyment of the rights guaranteed by the Health Care Freedom Act or the Firearms Freedom Act under the protections of their respective criminal laws. Such a compact could then be lodged with Congress under the authority of the foregoing consent-in-advance statute, whereupon the provisions of the compact would arguably become federal law, superseding prior inconsistent federal law.

In principle, states would be able to exert their police powers to define and protect many other types of individual rights from federal encroachment using the foregoing “consent-in-advance” statute to criminal law enforcement statutes. The possible ways in which interstate compacts can be used to resist federal power under the foregoing consent-in-advance statute are nearly limitless. It is up to the states to push the boundaries to determine what is possible. There is no time to lose.
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